WE’RE GOOD TO
GO CAMPING
The OIA’s helpful guide to regulations
and recommendations for ‘COVID Safe’
reopening of campsites

T H E ‘ CO V I D S A F E ’ R E O P EN I N G O F C A M P S I T E S

USEFUL LINKS
& ADVICE

Welcome to this useful guide to help you plan the reopening of campsites
in the COVID ‘new normal’ world.
We are not reinventing the wheel here
- The 4 devolved governments have
created a huge amount of information,
advice, guidelines and law on exactly how
all businesses can reopen, and many of
them have never closed. Shops, garden
centres, supermarkets, offices are already
open so do look to best practice and
simple headline guidance.
This document focuses mainly on the
position in England - we have linked to
the Scottish, Welsh and Northern Ireland
Government advice as well - we hope that
much of the protocol suggestions or links
might be used or adapted within your
own countries reopening timelines.

The OIA is not a large business that
specialises in legal advice, however we
have great members and partners and
we have used our best endeavours to pull
together for you in one helpful place, as
many of the links and information as we
could easily find as well as templates and
example guides to follow.
Don’t let this stop you doing your
own research or asking your
own professional advisors and
always refer back to Government
guidance which may be
updated regularly

A useful list of the key headline links:
gov.uk/coronavirus
gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-19
gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-19/hotels-and-other-guest-accommodation
gov.uk/guidance/covid-19-advice-for-accommodation-providers
gov.scot/publications/coronavirus-covid-19-tourism-and-hospitality-sector-guidance/
gov.wales/coronavirus-regulations-guidance
businesswales.gov.wales/tourism/coronavirus-covid-19
ukhospitality.org.uk/page/coronavirus
bhhpa.org.uk/covid19hs/
https://goodtogo.visitbritain.com/
visitscotland.org/supporting-your-business/advice/coronavirus
visitwales.com
nidirect.gov.uk/articles/coronavirus-covid-19-regulations-guidance-and-what-they-mean-you
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SIMPLE
GUIDANCE STEPS
Once you’ve had the chance to click on a few of the links above and ploughed
your way through some of the useful guidance and as you prepare for your own
campsite reopening, here is a simple step by step checklist to follow’ can you tick off each of these?
We have taken these simple steps directly from our guide to reopening Outdoor Retail
stores. The TOP LINE guidance on every sector is the same, it refers back to Government
and Public Health - sometimes central UK Government, sometimes to your local
devolved government. All guidance that drops down below that ‘nests within’ the top
line? So subsequent guides get more and more detailed and specific, down to your own
personalised, local document with your own name and address on, but your protocols
will fall WITHIN the ones above - they may be more detailed or more specific to your
needs, as long as they themselves are compliant and congruent with the level above,
then you should be compliant right the way to the top guidelines?

STEP 1
GOVERNMENT GUIDANCE
ESSENTIAL READING
For England, the Government has produced the 33-page guide linked above and below,
on how to work safely in a COVID-19 environment. It is updated regularly, The guidance
helps you to think about risk, who should go back to work, social distancing, managing
customers and workforce, and more. Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland are all
taking a slightly different approach but very similar at the top line of protocols.
For England:
see the Working safely during coronavirus guide
For Wales:
see the Taking all reasonable measures to maintain physical distancing in the workplace
For Scotland:
see the Coronavirus (COVID-19) Phase 1: business and physical distancing guidance
For Northern Ireland:
see the Coronavirus: Workplace safety guidance and priority sector list
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STEP 2
CREATE & COMPLETE A
RISK ANALYSIS / ASSESSMENT
You need a simple Risk Assessment process the Federation of Small Businesses (FSB) have a
useful guide to your assessment process here
It is important to understand that every business,
every premises and every workforce is different. As such
it’s vital you do not simply print out a risk assessment and
use it, but customise it to suit your own business.
Download an HSE Government risk assessment form here
or from your other existing contacts.
Review it in relation to your business and make necessary
additions and amends.
Complete the full risk assessment in consultation with
your employees and agree on an action plan.

STEP 3
CONSIDER A RE-OCCUPATION CHECKLIST
Your business may have been closed for a number
of months - unoccupied property can degrade.
Water storage may need flushing out, heating systems,
security etc…
It’s important you have considered all areas before
you and your employees return to work. While you
are planning your COVID-19 specific risk assessment
run through your normal operational assessments to
ensure the work place is safe and secure for you,
your staff and customers.
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STEP 4
PROTECT YOUR STAFF & CUSTOMERS
Social distancing signage (example links below)
By adding social distancing signage to
distance’ and ‘respect Government Social
your venue, not only do you remove any
Distance rules’ rather than mention
pressure on yourself and staff in policing
a specific meterage guide. Or to make
social distancing, it also gives your
your POS such that you can change it
customers confidence that you’ve taken
should the distance move from 2 metres
steps to protect them. This is especially
to 1.5 metres or 1 metre or indeed go
important in accommodation provision
back up to 2 metres in a second wave….
like campsites and hostels at areas such
You will need to decide what works for
as reception, check in, where you interact
your business but you must think these
directly with customers. Once into
challenges through.
isolated accommodation such as their
One approach is to make your campsite
own tent, as a group, customers may well
and your staff as clean and safe as
be in a ‘bubble’ and able to live far closer
possible, to put plenty of signage up
to each other.
inside and out on social distancing and
Include signage inside AND outside your
then to ask customers to use their own
key areas, particularly if customers are to
‘Boris’s British Common Sense’ once
queue outside.
inside the establishment. Ask them to
move around as socially distanced as
If you are producing Social Distance
possible, leaving you to ensure that if
signage, consider that the current 2 metre
an area looks too busy, you can control
rule MAY change in the future. You might
numbers at thereception– as they do now
like to look at options such as ‘keep your
in a supermarket?

Keep 2m apart
2m

Protective screens
Some venues have them, some not,
if this area is especially small it will inspire
confidence in the customer. It is easy to
fit a simple version – even a simple
hanging sheet can suffice and are
recommended though not essential
in the Government guidelines.
Hand Sanitizer & washing
Provide hand sanitizer and/or hand
washing facilities for customers to use
on their way in and out, and in all
high density customer areas.
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STEP 5
INVOLVE YOUR STAFF
Don’t forget to involve your staff from the start. Businesses that have already
opened have said that once staff are used to the ‘new normal’ they have been fine,
but in the early days there is a lot of fear and uncertainty.
Many shops for example have been open
from the start, there isn’t an unusually
high mortality in shop staff, if a staff
member is fit and healthy and not in one
of the vulnerable categories there is no
reason they can’t come back to work.
You may find however by seeing the risk
assessment, the safe procedures you’ve
put in place, by de-mystifying it all, you

gain their trust and the return isn’t a
fearful experience.
Keep in touch with your own HR
providers and advisers, ensure you are
up to date with the furlough support and
advice, make sure the return to work for
your staff’s wellbeing is as well thought
out as for your customers.
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STEP 6
COMMUNICATE YOUR
‘COVID-SAFE’ STATUS
‘We’re Good to Go’.
As an Outdoor Recreation venue or destination, you can apply for the Visit Britain
‘Kite Mark’ here. This is a nationally coordinated campaign by Visit Britain and the
Department of Culture Media & Sport that is relevant in all 4 devolved nations and
intended to inspire confidence in returning consumers.
Go to the Visit Britain Website - track to
the OIA / Outdoor Recreation link for
your sector and start the application
process. It is a simple, online, selfcertified process that walks you through
the key steps we’ve talked about above.
There is a help line you can ring and
useful links as well. If you can complete
the 20+ questions and agree the Terms
& Conditions then you will be awarded
a Visit Britain ‘We’re Good To Go’ Kite
Mark with your own unique number.
The award IS MONITORED and there
will be spot checks and mystery shops
on establishments. You will also need
to appoint a COVID-19 contact for Visit
Britain to ensure any updates to policy
are put in place. If an error is made there
will be help form Visit Britain and the
OIA, if in the end you are unable to be
compliant, then permission to use the
mark will be withdrawn.

In addition
Here are links to simple ‘COVID Safe’
posters to buy or download and print and
put up around your accommodation to
help remind your staff and customers.
You will find your local printers and many
suppliers online offering good generic
products.
printapproved.co.uk
acs.org.uk
BCB International
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STEP 7
PURCHASE & FIT HAND SANITIZERS
AND PROVIDE OPTIONAL PPE
Below are a few links to sanitizers and PPE suppliers in case you need to
source some equipment to offer additional optional protection on-site.
ppesuppliers.uk
www.tiger-supplies.co.uk
www.spservices.co.uk
www.careshop.co.uk/infection-control/ppe
www.aston-pharma.com

FURTHER HELPFUL
INFORMATION

List of further Covid-19 related useful
links below:

List of links to industry bodies:

OIA COVID-19 Daily Newsletters

Camping & Motorhome Club

OIA Help Hub

The Youth Hostels Association

The Federation of Small Businesses

The British Holiday & Home Parks Association

Health & Safety Executive

National Caravan Council

Camping & Caravanning Club

The Outward Bound Trust
The Tourism Alliance
Scottish Tourism Alliance
Wales Tourism Alliance
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FURTHER
GUIDANCE FROM
THE CAMPING &
CARAVANNING CLUB

In order to help you develop your own set of protocols and guidelines for
camping we are grateful to The Camping & Caravanning Club who have shared their
own set here. We have taken these almost exactly as they are and reprinted them here
for you to see.
To the best of our knowledge and the
Camping & Caravanning Club’s these are
compliant with the BH&HPA guidelines
which mention caravans, campsites and
camping, which are in turn compliant and
within the UK hospitality accommodation
guidelines which are referenced and
compliant with the DCMS Visitor Economy
Guidelines.

You may like to base your own protocols
on these, secure in the knowledge that
the UK’s largest provider of campsites
has drafted them and they compliant and
approved further up the line.
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INTRODUCTION
Being in the fresh air, the physical space between pitches and with additional social
distancing and cleaning measures, we believe that we are well-placed to offer a safe,
enjoyable UK holiday at responsible and well-managed campsites.
In response to the COVID-19 Industry
Guidance for Holiday and Touring Parks
this document is designed to accompany
the main submission provided by the
BH&HPA. There are a lot of similarities
between our operations and we can
clarify below which of the measures
they are proposing that the Caravan and
Camping Club would also implement.
Our business has more of a reliance
on Touring Units and importantly the
provision of camping for Tent based
campers so we have provided additional
recommendations that are more bespoke
to this group, these additional provisions
and measures should be considered as
part of the overall submission.
As an additional note, we are in a fairly
unique position to be able to open up our
business, when the time is right, with or
without such toilet block facilities (Toilets
& Showers). Many people that stay on
our sites will have their own washroom
in their caravan or motorhome, which
would allow us to operate with toilet
blocks closed. However, we are conscious
that not opening these facilities would

mean that a core group of our tent
camping customers would be unable to
stay unless they brought along their own
utility tent with portable toilet. Overall,
we believe that keeping facilities open
(if they can be maintained safely and
with no risk to our staff or customers)
is preferable, with more options for
handwashing and cleaning rather than
having fewer washing facilities. A key
area for tent-based camping and clarity
required is around whether these facility
blocks can be open or not is key for our
operation and indeed will be the case for
many campsites.
Please see below and edited document
which shows the same measures that
would be implemented as per the British
Holiday and Home Parks Association
recommendation.
• Ones that do not apply to our operation
have been deleted.
• In addition are additional measures we
are proposing more specific to Touring
and Tent Based camping.
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PREPARING AND OPERATING PARK/
CAMPSITE INFRASTRUCTURE
Make sure all inspections and testing obligations are fully up to date. All checks on
services must be carried out by competent persons. In case of any uncertainty, advice
should be taken from a competent person.
PARK/CAMPSITE SERVICES CONSIDERATIONS
Water

• review the Legionella Risk Assessment (LRA) for the Park
• check the temperatures at representative and sentinel points to
confirm they are in range
• flush through stored water in accordance with the parks LRA
• further advice is published by HSE here
• Holiday caravan owners will need to be instructed to flush
through their on-board water systems prior to use.

Electricity

• check all inspections and testing obligations are fully up to date
• check distribution boards are locked and secure
• the residual current device (RCD) to each letting unit should be
checked.
• If the park has been under a regime of regular electrical
maintenance, including appropriate documentation, then it
should be sufficient to switch on.

Gas

• check all inspections and testing obligations are fully up to date
• make arrangements for gas cylinders to be purchased and
changed without breaching social distancing requirements.
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PEDESTRIANS CONSIDERATIONS
Pedestrian
and vehicular
arrangements

• Pedestrians will need more space for social distancing, and this
needs careful consideration:
• one-way routes around the park / campsite
• clear signage reminding people of the need to comply with social
distancing measures at any narrow access point e.g. a gate
• demarcation of the 2m separation distance (lines on the ground
etc.)
• clear signage reminding visitors leaving the park / campsite to
comply with social distancing measures in the local community.

Introduction of
contactless check
in

• Where possible the balance of payment for the booking should
be taken in advance of the camper’s arrival.
• There is no requirement to visit reception
• There is no requirement for use of any card machines
• Distancing can be maintained, upon arrival campers can stay in
their car and be shown to an allocated pitch

Fire alarm system

• Verify that ‘successful’ audible/operational check of fire alarms
has been completed on the fire detection system(s).
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OTHER PARK INFRASTRUCTURE CONSIDERATIONS
Vehicles, plant
and equipment

• Undertake all usual visual/operational checks.

Cleaning

• Make sure that all areas of the park have been thoroughly
cleaned and sanitised in accordance with section 6
• Additional cleaning to high traffic and communal areas.

Hand washing
facilities

• Provide sanitising stations:
• at entrances to buildings
• inside buildings where there are high visitor numbers.

Waste

Provide:
• additional closed waste bins to allow for the disposal of PPE
(gloves/masks/soiled tissues, etc.)
• advise waste contractor of any changes in your procedures.

CDP points &
water

Provide:
• Clear distancing guidelines and demarcation of the 2m
separation distance where campers may have to queue to used
shared facility points (Waste Disposal & Water Taps)
• Additional signage advising of hand washing requirements after
using communal areas
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COMMUNICATION WITH VISITORS
Communication to visitors is essential for protecting everyone.
COMMUNICATION CONSIDERATIONS
Methods of
communication

Websites:
• update regularly to give pre-visit information on what the park
has in place to control COVID-19 risks.
Email:
• to all who hold current bookings
• to all members who may make future bookings
• updates whenever the park implements a change.
• pre departure emails to everyone who is due to arrive on site to
outline measures in place and expected behaviours
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Information
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Any closed facilities or restrictions to be imposed across the park,
should be communicated in writing to customers before they book,
with a reminder before their arrival.
• what to expect at the park/campsite
• facilities that will be open or closed
Visitors should be advised on how the park will operate and how
they should conduct themselves during their visit.
For example (not an exhaustive list):
• advise that they should use the social space outside their
accommodation for their group only and they should not mix
with other groups
• advise that they are not to invite visitors to meet on the park;
they will not be allowed entry
• campers will not be allowed day visitors to their pitches. Only
people booked are allowed on site to control the number of
guests on a campsite.
• advise campers (and amend booking system where possible) to
only allow individual bookings. Group bookings should not be
permitted to deter larger groups camping together.
• remind them that they should not allow their children to wander
around the park.
• observe any one-way systems on paths and indoor areas
• list facilities which are currently withdrawn
• make clear that anyone breaching the park’s COVID-19 safety
policy will be asked to leave the site
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Information

Pre Arrival
Remind them they should not travel to the park/campsite if they or
anyone in their household has COVID-19 symptoms.
Explain the procedure for arrivals at (and departures from) the
park/campsite.
Prepare a user-friendly guide to layout the ground rules
The information to holidaymakers may include:
• What the park is doing to reduce the spread of infection, such as
your enhanced cleaning regime
• What holidaymakers can do:
• enjoy their caravan/lodge/tent and the area of their pitch and
public footpaths/cycle routes through and around the park
• walk freely on the park, at all times observing social distance
from other park users and the park team
• bring soap, hand gel, gloves, toilet roll, disinfectant, hand
sanitiser – just to be on the safe side
• bring their own supplies of food and drink may reduce reliance
and congestion in local shops talk to any of our park team but
always observe social distance – ‘we are looking forward to
seeing you!’
• bring their own toilet tent if applicable
• place orders for food and drink from the park to be collected or
delivered observing social distance
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PARK ESTATE SAFETY AND SECURITY
ACCESS CONSIDERATIONS
The entrance/access to the
park should be controlled if
reasonably practicable

Options include a barrier or temporary barrier, automated
system and suitable signage.

In all cases

• staff should be briefed to report any concerns about
unauthorised people on the park immediately
• nominated person be briefed to investigate and where
there is no legitimate reason to be on the park they
should be asked to leave by the most direct route.

RECEPTION CONSIDERATIONS
Consideration to reception
arrangements whether as
normal or a desk/counter
at the reception doorway
or perhaps a marquee
outside to welcome and
check in customers

• Consider contactless check in to allow reception areas to
be closed on camping & caravanning sites

Arrivals as appropriate

sign in/register (without physical contact) procedures

• Clear signage around the area to advise campers of
phone numbers to contact site staff if receptions are
closed

an information pack that will reiterate and reinforce the
rules sent to customers prior to arrival
stagger holidays/length of holidays/arrival times to avoid
bottlenecks
provide holidaymakers with a plan and clear directions to
their accommodation or pitch
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SPACING AND DISTANCING CONSIDERATIONS
Spacing distances for
tents, touring caravans and
motorhomes

Identify, and clearly mark out, pitches to ensure there is
enough space to safeguard social distance on routes to
and from all accommodation and open facilities.
• Tent pitches to be at least 6 meters apart with clearly
defined pitch areas
• Tent pitches to allow the pitching of separate toilet tents
to enable tent campers to be self-sufficient if required
• Well defined tourer pitches (usually hard standing) to be
6 meters apart.

Safe pedestrian and cycle
routes

Pedestrians (and cyclists) will need more space for social
distancing; this needs careful consideration:
• widening of paths even if this is a temporary provision
using part of the roadway
• one-way routes around the park
• alternative pathways through grassed areas running in
parallel with the footpaths
• pedestrian laybys
• clear signage reminding people of the need to comply
with social distancing measures at narrow access points
e.g. gates
• if appropriate, mark 2m social distance (lines on the
ground etc.)
• clear signage reminding visitors leaving the park to
comply with social distancing measures in the local
community.
Areas to consider may include:
• any public rights of way across the park
• beach access, cliff paths etc
• dog walking areas
• smoking/vaping areas
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PARK FACILITIES CONSIDERATIONS
Park community services

Consider park / campsite services as if they cannot be
delivered within social distancing rules they may need
to be withdrawn. For example, book exchanges, tourist
information, pay phones.

THIRD PARTIES VISITING THE PARK CONSIDERATIONS
Suppliers of goods, services
and contractors

make a plan to ensure that all visitors to the park are
subject to a signing in procedure and are reminded about
social distancing
any work on the park should be carried out observing
social distance
identify drop-off areas that respect social distance
guidance.
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WASTE FACILITIES
Consideration should be given to increased cleaning of handles on refuse bins, chemical
disposal points etc.

COMMUNAL WASH AREAS
INCLUDING TOILETS, SHOWER BLOCKS
AND LAUNDRETTES
CONSIDERATIONS
ACTIVITY

POSSIBLE ACTIONS

Pre-opening

• in compliance with your park’s Legionella risk assessment (LRA)
and safe working procedures, flush water through wash hand
basins and shower heads
• check water temperatures at the sample points defined in the
LRA
• assess whether a one-way system can be put in place creating a
separate entrance and exit
• define queuing arrangements
• assess how many cubicles/ basins /machines/ showers can stay
in use whilst ensuring social distance
• stipulate maximum numbers that can use the facility
• check that any mechanical ventilation is in good working order.
• Provide clear signage on the capacity of the block and how many
campers can be inside at any one time
• Reduce capacity on sites with a higher volume of tent campers so
facility blocks can cope with demand
• Look at communal areas on campsites such as dishwashing areas
and close off sinks as required to facilitate social distancing
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Arrangements for
use

• put social distancing measures in place in line with government
guidance
• define queuing arrangements and arrange communication to
customers
• provide disposable hand drying towels for use turning off taps
and drying hands (air hand dryers may also be used)
• remove any non-essential items from the facility
• limit numbers entering the building if possible; set up distance
markers (on the floor and/ or ‘post and rail’) if there is likely to be
a queue
• provide maximum ventilation to all areas of the building (open all
windows if possible).
• Encourage campers who do have self-sufficient units to use their
own facilities wherever possible.

Shops, food and
drink services

Consider arrangements for:
• Controlled admissions to any shop
• social distance measures
• sanitising basket/ trolley handles
• alternative ‘counter-style’ set up
• cashless payments
• make hand sanitiser available throughout
• customer ordering, collection, delivery
See Government guidance
Working safely during COVID-19 in shops and branches:
https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
media/5eb9703de90e07082fa57ce0/working-safely-during-covid-19shops-branches-v2-140620.pdf
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Cleaning of Toilet
and Shower
Blocks

• establish rota to clean facility
• Enhanced cleaning to all Toilet and Shower Block facilities.
• For info the Camping and Caravanning Club is proposing 2 deep
cleans and 4 supplementary cleans a day
• include frequent emptying of bins and appropriate disposal.
• Ensure all staff cleaning the facility blocks have necessary PPE

Information and
hygiene

• display clear signage about social distancing; there are many
examples of commercially available posters and stickers
• display clear signage about hand washing
• best practice guidance posters
• How to hand wash (poster) here
• How to hand rub (poster) here
• make hand sanitiser available throughout
• establish cleaning procedures including dealing with
contamination incidents in accordance with government guidance
• park / campsite phone number for cleaning requests.

If park open and
NOT play area

• equipment should be locked/ secured as far as possible
• if the play area is fenced access gates should be locked
• for an unfenced area barrier(s) should be put in place at the
ground level entrance to component parts of the play equipment
(as far as possible)
• In every case, clear signage should confirm that the area is closed
to comply with the law
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The following has been adapted from BH&HPA – H&S considerations
in COVID-19 environment – 10 June 2020

CLEANING AND DISINFECTION
ON PARKS / CAMPSITES
A robust plan should be in place to deal with cleaning in all area of the site.
Cleaning materials
• adequate supplies of detergent/
disinfectant
• disposable cloths or paper roll and
suitable mop heads
Cleaning team
• train team members in safe cleaning
procedures and re-enforce principles of
social distancing here
Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) for
team members
The minimum PPE required to be
worn for cleaning/ decontaminating
accommodation is disposable gloves
and a disposable apron. Team members
should wash their hands thoroughly with
soap and water after all PPE has been
removed.
Site owners or managers should ensure
that appropriate PPE is worn as necessary
and the full cleaning process completed.

Cleaning
Cleaning and sanitising should be carried
out on all frequently touched surfaces
outside and inside.
Cleaning hard surfaces
Disposable cloths or paper roll and
suitable mop heads should be used to
clean and disinfect all hard surfaces.
To disinfect use either:
• a combined detergent disinfectant
solution at a dilution of 1000 parts per
million available chlorine, or,
• a household detergent followed by
disinfection (1000 ppm av.cl.). Follow
manufacturers’ instructions for dilution,
application and contact times for all
detergents and disinfectants, or,
• if an alternative disinfectant is used
within the organisation, this should be
checked to ensure that it is effective
against enveloped viruses.
Team members should avoid creating
splashes and spray when cleaning.
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Dealing with waste from cleaning and
disinfection
Waste from possible cases of coronavirus
and cleaning of areas where possible
cases have been (including disposable
cloths, tissues, and face coverings if
worn) should be put in a plastic rubbish
bag and tied when full. The plastic bag
should then be placed in a second bin
bag and tied. Waste should not be left
unsupervised on the park awaiting
collection.
Government guidance is provided here
COVID-19: cleaning in non-healthcare
settings.
Follow up of employees involved in
environmental cleaning and disinfection
For team members who have cleaned/
decontaminated accommodation where
the occupant had a possible/ confirmed
case of COVID-19, names and contact
details of team members carrying out the
work should be recorded by a designated
person.
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WHAT TO DO IF A GUEST PRESENTS
SYMPTOMS OR TEST POSITIVE FOR COVID-19
WHILST STAYING ON YOUR PREMISES .
The following advice is directly from DCMS and can be found here
If a guest is displaying signs of the
Covid-19 virus while staying in overnight
accommodation for a permitted reason,
they should inform the accommodation
provider, immediately self-isolate
where they are to minimise any risk of
transmission, and request a test. If they
are confirmed to have Covid-19, they
should return home if they reasonably
can. They should use private transport
but only drive themselves if they can do
so safely. If a guest cannot reasonably
return home (for example because
they are not well enough to travel or
do not have the means to arrange
transport), their circumstances should
be discussed with an appropriate health
care professional and, if necessary, the
local authority. Guests should follow
government guidance on dealing with
possible or confirmed coronavirus
(COVID-19) infection. Once the guest has
returned to their main residence, they
should continue to follow the government
guidance on self-isolation, household
isolation and social distancing.

Some points to note:
• Accommodation providers should
consider how they would manage
this situation, including whether
symptomatic guests in self-isolation
would be responsible for cleaning their
own rooms and stripping/making their
own beds.
• Accommodation providers should
consider how best to inform
guests about their policy for Covidsymptomatic guests, for example
during the booking or check-in process.
• Where an accommodation provider
has a Covid-symptomatic guest, they
should discuss next steps with the
guest at the earliest opportunity.
• If the guest cannot return home, the
guest will be expected to pay all costs.
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Important
The above information has been researched and prepared with the best intention
of providing a helpful ‘hub’ of advice and information available at the time and is in no way
legal advice or an exclusive recommendation or endorsement from the OIA.
Always refer to and follow government guidelines

